
iF I become a member of STONZ, AM I
ENTITLED TO back pay? 

If you are on an IEA you can sign up to
be a STONZ member at any time. You
will only receive the increases to REM

from the date you join STONZ.

I am already on an IEA based on the STONZ

SECA. What are the advantages for me IF I

join STONZ now? 

The benefits of being a union member are
also about what else we offer in terms of the

day-to-day support and advocacy we
provide members. 

Joining a union also provides a stronger
collective voice when negotiating and

advocating on the big issues. 

As an RMO on an IEA based on the previous
STONZ SECA, there is no guarantee when

the employer may pass those benefits on. It
will be at least a minimum of 3 months

delay in passing on any of the new
provisions.

STONZ members

will have the new

terms and

conditions

negotiated

automatically be

applied to them.

STONZ?STONZ?  
If you are currently a member of

another union and wish to

change your terms and

conditions to STONZ, you can do

this 60 days before the expiry of

your current agreement, up until

your current union ratifies a new

agreement. 

However, you may be required to

provide notice as outlined in their

constitution or membership

policy e.g. 2 weeks. Once you

have fulfilled the notice period

you can join STONZ and be

covered by our T&Cs! 

If you want to be
covered by the STONZ

T&Cs, the easiest way is
to sign up as a member

HERE.

stonz.co.nz

Got more questions? Email your query to
support@stonz.co.nz and the team will get in
touch as soon as they can, or call 03 745 9258

Find more information

about how RMO Terms

and Conditions work

here.

ON AN IEA AND THINKING ABOUT

If you want to change your IEA or talk
through options, contact us, or your RMO
Unit is also a good place to seek advice.

*If you are thinking of joining STONZ make sure you are eligible first as per S57 AND S58 of the ERA.
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